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Abstract: The article contains analysis of today state of timber industry with emphasis on the fact that the
problems of management process improvement, development of effective planning instruments and mechanisms
by owners and management are especially actual in the situation of underinvestment of the industry. It is also
important to balance interests of shareholders and other interested parties for maximal leverage of internal
potential of businesses of the industry. Authors propose the model of management structure of timber industry
business, define management technologies used by timber industry businesses and describe their content and
interaction. Authors also analyze characteristics of system management in long-term perspective; define the
new content of its components. Authors also define the main requirements for effective management in timber
industry. They show that adaptation of businesses to objective conditions, search and evaluation of alternate
possibilities of development depend on quality information as suppose increased attention to control and
registration of operation.
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INTRODUCTION Production and consumption volumes of timber and

Timber industry of Russian Federation is important Timber products are widely used in many branches of
area of economy of the country. It includes timber industry, in agriculture, printing, medicine and trade.
enterprises, woodworking industry, pulp and paper About 60,000 of large, middle-sized and small
industry, wool-chemical and other industries. Forest businesses in different regions are specialized in
resources are renewable natural resources that account reproduction and protection of forests, cutting and
for more that one fourth of global reserve of wood processing of timber now. In 45 subjects of Russian
biomass and have important nature generating and Federation timber and paper production is 10 to 50% of
environmental functions [1]. total volume of industrial products produced in these

Forest resources of Russia may provide not only subjects.
current but perspective internal demand of the country in Development of timber industry requires gaining
wood and wood processing products and support relatively large investments that faces the industry with
significant growth of timber resources export. complicated and often unsolvable problems. Management

Russia has original structure of timber industry that process improvement, development of effective planning
differs from the other developed countries. According to instruments and mechanisms by  owners  and
Rosstat, in 2011 there timber industry was structured by management, finding the balance of interests of
the types of economic activities in the following way: shareholders and other interested parties for maximal
timber  cutting  –   12%,   processing   of  wood and wood leverage of internal potential of businesses of the
products – more than 44% and furniture production – industry become actual condition of successful
about 12% (Table 1). development of industry [2, p. 26-27; 3, p. 142].

paper products have direct impact of social development.
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Table 1: Timber industry structure, (%)
Type of economic activity 2009 2010 2011
Timber cutting 12,5 12,8 11,6
Processing of wood and wood products without furniture 31,7 31,7 31,9
Production of cellulose, wood-pulp, paper and cardboard and products made of these 43,3 43,6 44,6
Furniture production 12,5 11,9 11,9
Total 100,0 100,0 100,0

Table 2: Strategic planning technologies for timber industry
Situations Market Timber industry development Reformation of the business
Effectiveness on sites: Marketing: Market development: Merger:
- evaluation of unit's activity results; - marketing communication; - market share gaining; - synergy;
- benchmarking; - marketing audit; - market revision; - diversifying;
- outsoursing. - segmentation; - entering developing markets. - scale economy.

- trade mark.
Supply: Clients: Products and services: Corporation:
- role in value chain; - repeated purchases – loyalty; - innovative products development; - alliances ;
- resource supply chain; - quality is the valur for customers; - differentiation – segmentation. - shared property;
- e-commerce. - customer relationship management. - insourcing.
Organization: Sales: New competence: Location and spin-off:
- resource flow and dependences; - measurement; - business transfer; - split of a single business;
- work distribution; - stimulation; - new technologies. - more attractive property structures;
- work control and evaluation; - channel selection; - sharing and concentration.
- centralized or distributed administration. - post-sale services;

- sales management.
Production: Pricing: Manufacturing development Business activity cutting down:
- labour productivity; - allied brand; - cutback in production;
- quality of labour; - flexibility of demand; - price reduction;
- trift economy; - profitability control. - overproduction;
- capital intensity. - unfair competition, grants.

Main body: Economical management may be considered Activity related to analysis of demand on timber
as the problem consisting of two components. On one products may be studied as typical situations.
hand there are development and revealing of cost price Effectiveness on sites, supply, organization, production
and income management processes. On the other hand an should be defines in the scope of situation.
interaction is  being  established  between   the  units. Effectiveness on sites is manifested in the fact that
This  interaction   defines   economical indicators  of  the businesses are operating in conditions of plan-based
unit's activity, rules of fund forming and motivations, economy. That means that customer receiving products
redistribution   of   internal   funds   flow  and  results. and services has no free choice in condition of vendor's
Both components are being realized by management cycle monopoly.
that includes gathering information, development of Supply includes resource supply chain, e-commerce
scenario, industrial engineering, maintaining records, as well as making decisions on production of a certain
analysis, regulation. products  or  services  or  purchasing them with third

The quality of long-term planning is the main factor party.
defining effectiveness of today timber industry The problems of organization include resource flow,
management. The first step of development of enterprise distribution  of  work,  control  and evaluation of work.
strategy is definition of core competences (market The more complex timber industry business structure is
philosophy) and mission as the main aim of existence of the more complicated are relationships between business-
economy subject. units and employees. Definition of specialization forms

Strategic planning of enterprise activity [4, 5] should and internal relationships emerging from this are extremely
consist of development of a certain strategic direction important for many timber industry businesses. It is
including situations, instruments and technologies. necessary to decide what should remain centralized and

Example of such set for timber industry business is what is more suitable to split into distributed structure of
shown in Table 2. lower scope.
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Fig. 1: Content of the main management components

Fig. 2: Perspective system management model of timber industry corporate structures

Market and customers [6] is one of strategic planning long-term perspective. It leads to the growth of the Board
areas. It includes marketing, clients, sales, pricing. Strong of Directors importance. Board of Directors should
efforts on taking the advantages of marketing, results of account for the difference between management of a
segmentation and brand awareness [7, 8] are necessary to business-unit and management of profile structure and
enter markets. Indicator of customer's interest is repeated define the role of group of businesses management.
purchases that are important factor in evaluation of Funding, management, use of capital and results of
competitiveness   and    profitability     of   timber  industry corporation structure evaluation become extremely
business. Pricing is the result of customers’ adoption of important in financially unstable situation.
the product. One of the most widely spread management concepts

Timber industry business development may be includes in-company planning, control and analysis of
considered as a part of strategy aimed on revealing of company activity [9, p. 60-61]. In today situation these
industrial risks and timber production growth. components should be filled with new content. Planning

Business reformation includes mergers, making should include on-line forecasting, analysis should be
associations, location and spin-offs and business activity formed in the form of predictive research and control
cutting off. Usually mergers change existing structure. should support the search for the method of solving a
Merger of businesses including timber industry certain managerial task (Fig. 1).
businesses is possible on the base of principles that Provisioning of successful functioning of economic
differs from traditional. For associations there are typical system in long-term perspective should form the base of
closer connections of several types of businesses. the concept of modern system management (Fig. 2).
Changes of value chain act simultaneously in several Coordination of strategic targets with current tasks
directions leading to creation new associations and may be considered as the tasks of system management
forcing to search best variants of structures. [10, p.123-136]. Profitability is strategic target in this

Managers of timber industry businesses tend to put context and financial stability of the business – as current
efforts toward the growth of shareholder value. Owner's task. They may be achieved by correlating plans on
expectations should be based not only current income but development   stage    and     in     realization  to   provide
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development of timber industry business and increase Improvement of management system on the base of
effectiveness of development management in constantly outsourcing and exchange of experience with the
changing environment. most effective organizations.

Correlation of these activities allows provisioning
continuity and stability of management process. Today adaptation of objective conditions, search and
Coordination allows reaching the following results: evaluation of development alternatives and development
association of current targets of timber industry business of measures for their realization depends greatly on the
with its mission and long-term strategy; support for quality of information. It may be obtained only via
actions aimed on venture management by finding logical effective accounting and control system that allows
correlations between chain links of the system; effective researching development trends of timber industry
using of forest resources for provisioning of successful business, use available timber resources and production
functioning. processes in complex, account for potential. Quality

Market (economic) approach presumes accounting information allows promptly revealing negative trends,
for the quality of management in the system of production helps eliminating them and promotes high speed of
and management relationships, realization and management system operation aimed on steady
consumption of products. ISO 9000 Standards are based improvement of bottom line of timber industry business.
on process approach and presume detailed regulation of Changes in economical conditions and wide range of
mechanisms and instruments of quality management operations of timber industry business presume increased
system. attention to accounting and control organization in

Quality of timber industry economic system production. It should be aimed on revealing trends,
management consists of the quality of managerial activity forecasting and the growth of competitiveness but not on
itself (the quality of decisions made by managers, evaluation of existing situation.
technologies, etc.) and the level of the quality of
management of corporation as a single entity (adaptivity, CONCLUSION
competitiveness, etc.).

Usefulness  and  reliability  of  accounting Effective strategic planning should be based on deep
information  should  be  evaluated   in    timber   industry research of industrial specifics of timber industry
to  make  effective  decisions.  System of internal control businesses. Forest complex of Russia has significant
is authorized for this task in large commercial reserve of quality and effectiveness increase for long-term
organizations. perspective by using of modern mechanisms of strategic

The authors share the opinion [3, p. 143] that
effective management of timber industry should meet the REFERENCES
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